Bumble Basic Blues Block
This 10.5” unfinished block is composed of any combination of these three blocks
Two of either Block A – Four Patch or Block B – Square in a Square
And two of Block C – Strippy Blues….
For Block A
Cut (2) 3” x 3” Red Squares
(2) 3” x 3” Blue Squares
Sew each Red Square to a Blue Square as shown:
Press the seam toward the Blue Square.
Then sew these two units to each other as shown:

For Block B
Cut (1) 2.5” or 3” Red Square
(2) 2.5” x 3” Blue Rectangles
(2) 2.5” x 6” Blue Rectangles
Sew the 2 smaller Blue Rectangles to the sides of the Red Square as shown:
Then sew the longer Blue Rectangles to the top and bottom of this unit:

You can make them as wonky or as straight as
you want and you can even piece some shorter
lengths together for more variety. And go ahead
throw some other colors in there to as I did in
the illustration!
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For Block C
Cut various widths of Blue strips in 6” to 7” lengths and sew together as shown until
you reach a width of 6”:
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Then trim the resulting square down to a 5.5” x 5.5” square making it wonky or straight.
….it’s up to you….

So now trim these stripped blocks down to 5.5” x
5.5” squares as shown:
Feel free to make these wonky or
not, for the sake of illustration I
made them straight, but there is
room to play with them before
trimming them down. Do what you
like best!!

Sew a B or A block to each of the
C blocks and then sew those two
units together as shown:

Different Combinations of A, B, and C Blocks…..
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And Feel FREE to substitute any
“warm” colors (orange, yellow, pink,
etc) for the Reds
And any “cool” colors (green,
purple, grey) for the Blues
and on the C blocks…heck use
anything!!!
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Here’s an idea of how they might go together…..

